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region is complex, as shown in Fig. 8. Nevertheless, the simulation results reported in Abbett [1] suggest
that long, nearly horizontal field lines should be common in the lower chromosphere.
Figure 8: Modeled magnetic configuration in the low at-
mosphere of the quiet Sun, showing a complex network of
low–lying, horizontally directed magnetic structures. From
Abbett [1].
We will examine the mechanisms of generating
electric fields via neutral flows in the chromosphere.
To determine the strength and direction of these
fields, we plan to use models of neutral, granular
flow in the chromosphere as initial conditions for
our plasma simulations. Essentially, we will solve
eqn.s (1-4) by setting the ion inertia to zero and as-
suming a fixed flow and B configuration from sim-
ulations such as [1]. We can then determine where
the resulting electron drift speeds exceed the insta-
bility threshold and by how much. We can then use
these values in our kinetic simulators to examine
heating. Also, we expect to develop analytic rela-
tionships to approximate heating. Ultimately, we
can adapt our NLTE radiative transport code to ac-
count for this heating and improve our understand-
ing of the vertical structure of the solar atmosphere.
Though it’s beyond the scope of this 3 year pro-
posal, this will be a first step toward a fully dynamic
simulation where we hope to perform some cou-
pled 3D neutral fluid, plasma, and radiation com-
putations. Clearly, these could not be fully kinetic but could include simplified models of kinetic effects
built into them. This would allow us to explore the dynamics of solar heating events in quiet and active
regions.
3.5 Coupling to NLTE radiative transfer models
The Colorado PI, Juan Fontenla, has developed the most sophisticated and heavily used physics-based mod-
els of NLTE radiative transport within the solar atmosphere [46]. This set of semi-empirical and observation-
ally driven models invariably show a region of strongly heated electrons immediately above the temperature
minimum, followed by a plateau of elevated temperatures below the transition region. We expect our study
of coupled neutral-plasma flows and the FBI to provide important insights into the physics underlying this
thermal structure. Also, the proposed study will produce quantitative estimates of the mechanical heating
rate due to the motions of the neutral gas as a function of the magnetic field, densities, and flow velocities.
We plan to take the 3D kinetic simulations discussed in section 3.2 and incorporate the resulting electron
heating into the NLTE radiative transport simulations considering time-dependent ionization. This will
improve the NLTE model’s ability to predict the ionization state of the various elements and provide a
realistic assessment of the radiative losses. To do this properly, the kinetic plasma simulations will need to
consider energy dependent cross-sections for the excitation of neutrals by electron collisions. The ambient
electron thermal energy near the temperature minimum region is only about ∼1/3 eV and in the upper
chromosphere it is ∼1/2 eV. However, as the electrons heat up, collisions between metals and electrons in
the tail of the distribution cause radiative losses. The corresponding cross-sections have thresholds starting
at about 1 eV. For example, fast electrons can excite Fe II at ∼ 1 eV, the Ca II IR triplet and H and K lines at
∼ 1.5 eV and 3.1 eV, and Mg II h and K lines at∼ 4.4 eV. These collisions will cause excitation of different
lines and energy losses. The kinetic simulator will need to incorporate these effects into its collision models.
The NLTE radiative transfer calculations will then take the electron distribution function from the kinetic
simulator and use it to calculate the emitted spectrum, ionization, and total radiative losses of the chromo-
sphere. We expect that some smoothing effects will occur due to emission of radiation at some locations
and absorption at others. These will affect the ionization state of some species in the simulation region and,
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Figure 1: Temperature profile of the solar chromo-
sphere from the Fontenla et al. [46] model. The so-
lar temperature minimum is marked by the dotted
line. Immediately above the temperature minimum
the temperature increases sharply by over 2000 K fol-
lowed by a plateau and then the transition region.
Just ab ve the t mperature minimum in the solar chro-
mosphere, the plasma temp ratur rises steeply by over
2000 K (see Fig. 1). Though this temperature increase
is far smaller than that observed in the coronal transition
region, the energy required to sustain it exceeds that of
the transition region because of the far higher chromo-
spheric densities. This region of intense heating explains
the UV continuum and the emissions lines from the quiet-
sun chromosphere, but the energy source remains un-
explained [6, 101]. Detailed semi-empirical models of
this region by Fonte la et al. [41, 42, 46] also confirmed
the existence of the rapidly increasing temperature re-
gion shown in Figure 1. None of these observati nally-
driven models explain the mechanisms sustaining that
high chromospheric temperature.
The NSF funded construction of the Advanced Tech-
nology Solar Telescope (ATST) has as one of its goals
to study the “structure and Dynamics of the Chromo-
sphere.” This enormous project underscores the impor-
tance of studying the solar-atmospher . Specifically, the science goals of ASTA state that “Theoretically,
the challenge i to m del the non-linear dynamics con istently with non-equilibrium chemistry and radia-
tion. In particular, we are not y t able to reproduce the thermal structure of the chromosphere nor do we
understand the sources of its heating.” The goal of our research is to explore this question.
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The Solar 
Atmosphere
§ Temperature 
Drops to <4000K
§ Temperature 
doubles between 
800 and 1000 km
§ Partially ionized 
plasma → 
neutrals are 
important
§ Mixture of light 
H+ and heavy 
ions: Fe+, Si+, 
Mg+, C+
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Chromospheric Heating Problem
§ Temperature increase is needed 
to explain EUV emi sion
§ Energy must come from below
§ Possible heating mechanisms:
• Acoustic shocks
• Magnetic reconnection
• MHD (Alfven) waves
• Ion-neutral interactions
SOLAR PHYSICS
On the generation of solar spicules
and Alfvénic waves
J. Martínez-Sykora,1,2* B. De Pontieu,2,3 V. H. Hansteen,3,2 L. Rouppe van der Voort,3
M. Carlsson,3 T. M. D. Pereira3
In the lower solar atmosphere, the chromosphere is permeated by jets known as spicules,
in which plasma is propelled at speeds of 50 to 150 kilometers per second into the
corona. The origin of the spicules is poorly understood, although they are expected to play
a role in heating the million-degree corona and are associated with Alfvénic waves that
help drive the solar wind. We compare magnetohydrodynamic simulations of spicules with
observations from the Interface Region Imaging Spectrograph and the Swedish 1-m
Solar Telescope. Spicules are shown to occur when magnetic tension is amplified and
transported upward through interactions between ions and neutrals or ambipolar diffusion.
The tension is impulsively released to drive flows, heat plasma (through ambipolar
diffusion), and generate Alfvénic waves.
S
picules are ubiquitous, highly dynamic jets
of plasma that are observed at the solar limb
(1–3). Recent observations indicate that in
most of these jets (type II spicules), initially
cool (~104 K) plasma is accelerated into the
corona at speeds of up to 150 km s−1. A substan-
tial fraction of the ejected plasma is heated to
temperatures typical of the solar transition region
[TR, >104 K (3–5); this narrow region separates
the cool chromosphere from the hot corona] be-
fore falling back to the surface after 5 to 10 min.
Spicules may play a critical role in energizing the
outer solar atmosphere and have been suggested
as a source of hot plasma to the corona [(6), but
see (7)], potentially helping explain its puzzling
temperatures of several million degrees. Spicules
carry a large flux of Alfvénic waves (8–10) that
may help drive the solar wind and/or heat the
corona (11). Despite major observational ad-
vances, the generation of type II spicules remains
poorly understood: Although there are sugges-
tions that magnetic reconnection plays a role (6),
there are no models at present (12) that can
explain all of the observed properties of type II
spicules, including their ubiquity (3–5) and the
strong magnetic waves that they carry (8, 9, 13).
We present 2.5-dimensional (2.5D) radiative
magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) numerical simu-
lations in which spicule-like features naturally and
frequently occur. Our model captures the complex
physical processes that play a role in spicule for-
mation and evolution: (i) Plasma is not in local
thermodynamic equilibrium; (ii) radiation is op-
tically thick and undergoes scattering; (iii) gas is
partially ionized; and (iv) thermal conduction is
important in the upper chromosphere, TR, and
corona (supplementary materials). Although pre-
vious numerical experiments included many of
these processes (12), they did not produce any
(14) or produced only a few (15) features that
resembled type II spicules because they lacked
ambipolar diffusion (supplementary text). We find
that high spatial resolution (<40 km), large-scale
magnetic field (e.g., magnetic loops ~50Mm long),
and ion-neutral interaction effects in the partially
ionized chromosphere are critical for the ubiqui-
tous formation of spicules. Our results show that
spicule-like jets occur frequently in the vicinity
of strong magnetic flux concentrations (e.g., the
positions 20, 40, and 70Mm on the horizontal axis
in Fig. 1 and movie S1) that are similar to so-called
plage regions (large concentrations of magnetic
flux with predominantly one polarity). We can
identify at least two different driv rs for type II
spicules in the model. One (described below) is
much more frequent than the other (described in
the supplementary materials).
Several steps are required for the formation
of spicule-like features. First, convective motions
in the photosphere distort the magnetic field in
the vicinity of strong vertical magnetic flux con-
centrations. This occurs through the interaction
of these vertical concentrations with neighboring
horizontal fields associated with weaker, granular-
scale flux concentrations (left panels, Fig. 2). In an
environment in which plasma b (the ratio of plas-
ma to magnetic pressure) is high (i.e, gas pressure
greater than magnetic pressure), this interaction
can lead to the local buildup of strong magnetic
tension. In our simulations, such weak fields con-
tinuously appear as a result of processing and
shredding of strong fields caused by convective
motions. These conditions are likely to be found
frequently on the Sun in the vicinity of regions
that are dominated by mostly vertical magnetic
flux concentrations of several kilogauss, such as
the magnetic network (in the quiescent Sun) or
plage (in active regions). These are surrounded
by weak, mostly horizontal flux that continuously
emerges on granular scales of ~103 km (16).
Next, this region of highly bent magnetic field
and thus large magnetic tension must move into
the upper chromosphere, where the magnetic field
dominates the plasma (b < 1). However, weak
horizontal fields are typically not buoyant enough
to emerge into the atmosphere (17). The process
that allows this region of magnetic tension to
move to greater heights is ambipolar diffusion,
which arises from slippage between the ions and
neutral particles in the partially ionized chromo-
sphere. The ambipolar diffusion allows magnetic
field to move through neutral particles, and the
collisions between neutrals and ions can lead to
magnetic energy dissipation. Ambipolar diffusion
depends on the ion-neutral collision frequency and
magnetic field strength, which is largest in the
coldest parts of the chromosphere and affects the
emergence of regions with high magnetic ten-
sion in two ways: (i) Sporadically, ambipolar dif-
fusion becomes large just above the photosphere
as a result of the strong expansion and adiabatic
cooling in the wake of magneto-acoustic shocks
that propagate upward. When this happens close
to a region of high magnetic tension, the ion-
neutral interaction diffuses the mostly horizontal
upper photospheric fields into the chromosphere,
allowing the highly bent magnetic field to penetrate
upward into a low-plasma-b regime. (ii) The emer-
gence into the chromosphere leads to expansion
RESEARCH
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Fig. 1. Spicule-like features (indicated by arrows) occur in our radiative MHD simulations.
They appear as dense, cool intrusions in the hot corona, originating from the boundaries of the
strong magnetic regions. (A) Temperature and (B) density maps are shown on a logarithmic color
map with white magnetic field lines (A) and black contours where plasma b = 1 (B). t, time.
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Farley-Buneman Instability
§ Requires strong electric field 
in neutral gas frame-of-
reference
§ Electrons 𝐸×𝐵 drift
§ Ions highly collisional with 
neutrals → drift along 𝐸
§ Different drifts create a 
modified 2-stream instability
10     The National Science Foundation’s Upper Atmospheric Facilities: Integrating Management, Operations, and Science
The Jicamarca Radio 
Observatory 
Th e radar at Jicamarca, Peru, (Figure 2) was built by the 
National Bureau of Standards in 1961. Located about 30 km 
east of Lima, Peru, the Jicamarca Radio Observatory (JRO) 
is at the equatorial end of the UAF chain. Th e observatory 
is owned by the Peruvian Geophysical Institute (Instituto 
Geof ísico del Perú, or IGP), but Cornell University has 
operated the site for NSF since 1981.
Th e primary mission of the Jicamarca Radio Observatory 
is to deepen our understanding of the equatorial and 
low-latitude atmosphere and ionosphere and the systems 
to which they are coupled. I  addition, the Jicamarca 
Observatory fosters the creation of avant-garde radar 
and radio remote sensing techniques, trains and educates 
new generations of space physicists and radio scientists 
and technicians, and expands its own capabilities through 
upgrade and invention. Like the other ISR facilities, 
Jicamarca is used to measure plasma number density, 
temperature, composition, and drifts in the ionosphere, 
along with fl uctuations and waves in the ionosphere and 
neutral atmosphere. 
Jicamarca contributes to aeronomy research by participating 
in global and regional campaign studies, by supporting 
visitors and remote users along with its own specialized 
community of investigators, and by supplying real-time data 
to relational databases. It is also used for satellite calibration 
and validation. 
Jicamarca possesses unique attributes that set it apart from 
the other radars in the chain. Operating at a relatively low 
frequency (50 MHz), Jicamarca is particularly sensitive to 
fl uctuations caused by neutral turbulence. It is the only 
radar in the world capable of detecting echoes continuously 
from tropospheric to thermospheric altitudes. Likewise, 
Jicamarca does not suff er from Debye length eff ects at 
high altitudes and has been used t  measure ionospheric 
parameters up to 6000 km. 
Operating near the dip equator, the Jicamarca radar can 
measure incoherent scatter at zero magnetic aspect angle. 
Th e incoherent scatter spectrum narrows drastically under 
this condition, making it possible to measure plasma 
drift velocity profi les in the plane perpendicular to the 
geomagnetic fi eld with extraordinary accuracies of about 1 
m/s. 
FACILITY DESCRIPTIONS
Figure 2
The Jicamarca Radio Observatory. 
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High latitude Ionospheric Farley-
Buneman Waves
§ Affects high-latitude 
ionospheric conductances 
and Joule heating
§ Modifies response of entire 
Ionosphere-Thermosphere-
Magnetosphere system
§ Important for Storm time and 
Extreme Events
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electron heating
(Foster and 
Erickson, 2000)
Electrojet turbulence heats 
electrons.
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2007)
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Linear Theory in the Ionosphere
§ Continuity Equation𝜕𝑛&𝜕𝑡 + ∇ ⋅ 𝑛&𝒖& = 0
§ Momentum Equation𝐷𝒖𝒔𝐷𝑡 = 𝑞&𝑚& 𝑬3 − ∇𝜙 + 𝑞&𝑚& 𝒖&×𝑩 − ∇𝑛&𝑇&𝑚&𝑛& − 𝜈&𝒖&
§ E-region is effectively a single ion plasma
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Linear Theory in the Ionosphere
§ Assume linear plane waves,𝑛& = 𝑛3 + 𝛿𝑛: exp(−𝑖𝜔𝑡 + 𝑖𝒌 ⋅ 𝒙)𝒖& = 𝒖&,3 + 𝛿𝒖& exp(−𝑖𝜔𝑡 + 𝑖𝒌 ⋅ 𝒙)
§ Assume an equation of state,∇𝑃& = ∇ 𝑛&𝑇& = 𝛾&𝑇&∇𝑛&
§ Assume quasi-neutrality and solve for 𝜔(𝑘)
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Linear Theory in the Ionosphere
§ Solve for dispersion relation,
𝜔 = 𝑘𝑣31 + 𝜓 + 𝑖 𝑘K𝜓𝜈L 1 + 𝜓 𝑣3K1 + 𝜓 K − 𝑐&K
Where 𝑣3 = 𝐸/𝐵, and 𝜓 = OPOQRSPRSQ
§ Imaginary part of 𝜔 is 0 if𝐸𝐵 = 1 + 𝜓 𝑐&
§ System is unstable if Im 𝜔 > 0
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1) Create grid cells
2) Put particles in cells
3) Scatter to grid points
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5) Recall particles 
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Particle in Cell (PIC) Simulations
194/16/20
§ Discrete particle noise produces electrostatic 
waves
§ Resolves Debye length and kinetic effects
§ Outputs 𝑛W 𝑡, 𝑟
§ Collision operators are explicitly added
Find ne 𝐸
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PIC Simulations Require 
Supercomputing
§ Electrostatic Parallel 
Particle in Cell (EPPIC) 
§ Up to 16,000 
processors 
simultaneously
§ 2048x1024x1024 grid
§ 8x109 macro particles
Up to 10 years of 
CPU time in less 
than 1 day
Stampede2 Supercomputer
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ABSTRACT
Empirical mod
els of the solar
chromosphere
show intense e
lectron heating
immediately ab
ove its tempera
ture
minimum. Me
chanisms such
as resistive dis
sipation and sh
ock waves app
ear insufficient
to account for
the
persistence and
uniformity of t
his heating as
inferred from b
oth UV lines a
nd continuum
measurem
ents. This
paper further d
evelops the the
ory of the Farl
ey–Buneman in
stability (FBI) whi
ch could contri
bute substantia
lly
to this heating.
It expands upon
the single-ion t
heory presented
by Fontenla by
developing a m
ultiple-ion-spec
ies
approach that b
etter models th
e diverse, meta
l-dominated ion
plasma of the
solar chromosp
here. This anal
ysis
generates a lin
ear dispersion
relationship tha
t predicts the c
ritical electron
drift velocity n
eeded to trigge
r the
instability. Usin
g careful estim
ates of collisio
n frequencies a
nd a one-dimen
sional, semi-em
pirical model o
f the
chromosphere,
this new theory
predicts that th
e instability ma
y be triggered
by velocities as
low as 4 km s
−1
,
well below the
neutral acoustic
speed. In the Ea
rth’s ionospher
e, the FBI occu
rs frequently in
situations wher
e the
instability trigg
er speed signifi
cantly exceeds
the neutral acou
stic speed. From
this, we expect
neutral flows ri
sing
from the photo
sphere to have
enough energy
to easily create
electric fields a
nd electron Hal
l drifts with suf
ficient
amplitude to m
ake the FBI com
mon in the chro
mosphere. If so
, this process w
ill provide a me
chanism to con
vert
neutral flow an
d turb lence en
ergy into electr
on thermal ene
rgy in the quiet
Sun.
Key words: ins
tabilities – plas
mas – Sun: chro
mosphere
Online-only ma
terial: color fig
ures
1. INTRODUC
TION
Just above the
temperature m
inimum in the
solar chromo-
sphere, the pla
sma temperatu
re rises steeply
by over 2000 K
.
This region of i
ntense heating
explained the co
ntinuum and lin
e
emissions in the
quiet-Sun chrom
osphere, but the
energy source
remains unexp
lained (Athay 196
6). Detailed semi-
empirical
models of this
region by Vern
azza et al. (1981)
and Fontenla
et al. (1991, 1993,
2009) also predict
the enhanced te
mperature
region shown i
n Figure 1, but
did not explain
the mechanism
s
sustaining it.
Researchers ha
ve proposed a
number of me
chanisms to
explain the hea
ting but none h
ave proven com
pelling. Carlsso
n
& Stein (1992) sug
gested that acou
stic shocks wer
e responsible;
however, the pr
edicted tempora
ry variations in
the Ca ii K line
profile remain u
nobserved (Carlsso
n 2007). Campos &
Mendes
(1995) proposed re
sistive heating d
ue to steady ele
ctric currents
or MHD wave
dissipation as p
ossible sources
of the enhance
d
temperature re
gion; however,
chromospheric
plasma does no
t
appear to have
a sufficiently h
igh conductivit
y to produce th
is
region via class
ical Joule heati
ng (Socas-Navarro
2007).
Fontenla (2005) a
nd Fontenla et
al. (2008) suggest
ed that
plasma turbulen
ce due to the Fa
rley–Buneman
instability (FBI)
can heat some
layers of the c
hromosphere. T
hey argue that
convective mot
ions from the p
hotosphere wil
l drag ions acro
ss
the solar magne
tic field and driv
e the FBI with e
nough energy to
account for up
per chromosph
eric heating. T
his would expl
ain
the radiative lo
sses in both th
e quiet-Sun in
ternetwork and
network lanes.
These papers ap
plied an oversim
plified approach
to the FBI ap
propriate for t
he ionosphere
but needs som
e
modification to
accurately mod
el the instabilit
y in the metal-
ion-dominated
chromosphere.
The current p
aper derives a
chromospheric
FBI which mo
difies the resu
lts of Fontenla
(2005) and Fonten
la et al. (2008), le
nding further s
upport for
their conclusion
s.
The FBI was fi
rst used to expl
ain density irreg
ularities in the
equatorial elect
rojet observed in ion
ospheric radar e
xperiments
(Farley 1963; Bune
man 1963). The ins
tability occurs i
n weakly
ionized, collisio
nal plasmas wit
h strongly mag
netized electron
s
but collisionally
demagnetized io
ns. Electrostatic
waves develop
due to the disp
arate motions o
f the electrons
and ions when
plasma flows
across ma
gnetic field lin
es. The zeroth
-order
motion of the
electrons is the
E × B (Hall) drift
while the
ions necessaril
y follow the n
eutral flow bec
ause of the hig
h
ion–neutral co
llision rates. L
inear wave gro
wth develops i
f
the electron E
× B drift velocity
exceeds the io
n-acoustic
velocity multip
lied by a dimen
sionless factor c
lose to unity. Th
e
instability in th
e ionosphere de
velops on a tim
escale somewh
at
larger than the
ion–neutral me
an free time, w
hich means it
operates on a
millisecond to
tens of millise
cond timescale
.
This exceeds A
lfve´nic timesca
les but is below
most electron
frequencies.
The electric fie
ld that creates
the E × B drift th
at drives
the FBI in the
ionosphere aris
es from differe
nt causes in va
ri-
ous regions of
the Earth’s E-re
gion ionospher
e. Near the ma
g-
netic equator, t
he predominan
t energy source
for this derives
from strong neu
tral winds that fl
ow east–west a
cross the largel
y
horizontal nort
h–south pointin
g geomagnetic
field (Richmond
1973). Since the io
ns must follow
the neutrals but
the electrons
remain mostly
tied to field lin
es, a complex
current develop
s,
and that, combi
ned with the ve
rtical gradient i
n the neutral de
n-
sity and hence
the conductivity
, causes the for
mation of stron
g
east–west cu
rrents called el
ectrojets. In the Ear
th’s auroral re-
gions, where ra
dars detect fero
ciously strong
FBI waves, ele
c-
tric fields gener
ated in the coup
led magnetosph
ere–ionosphere
system propag
ate down the
mostly vertica
l magnetic fie
lds
(Dimant & Oppenh
eim 2010a; 201
0b). These fields dr
ive auro-
ral electrojets with h
ypersonic elect
ron flow rates,
and the FBI
then heats the
electrons in thi
s region drama
tically (Foster &
Erickson 2000;
Oppenheim & D
imant 2013).
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Intense heating in the quiet-Sun chromosphere raises the temperature from 4000 to 6500 K but, despite decades of
study, the underlying mechanism remains a mystery. This study continues to explore the possibility that the
Farley–Buneman instability contributes to chromospheric heating. This instability occurs in weakly ionized
collisional plasmas in which electrons are magnetized, but ions are not. A mixture of metal ions generate the
plasma density in the coolest parts of the chromosphere; while some ions are weakly m gnetized, others are
demagnetized by neutral collisions. This paper incorporates the effects of multiple, arbitrarily agnetized species
of ions to the theory of the Farley–Buneman instability and examines the ramifications on instability in the
chromosphere. The inclusion of magnetized ions introduces new restrictions on the regions in which the instability
can occur in the chromosphere—in fact, it confines the instability to th regions in which heating is observed. For a
magnetic field of 30 G, the minimum ambient electric fi ld capable of driving the instability is 13.5 V/m at the
temperature minimum.Key words: Sun: chromosphere
1. IntroductionSemi-empirical models of the quiet-Sun chromosphere show
a temperature minimum of ∼4000 K followed by a st ep
increase of ∼2500 K to a plateau (Fontenla et al. 1991, 1993).
While the responsible mechanism is unknown, temperature
plateau of 6000–7000 K is necessary to explain the UV
continuum and line emissions (Athay 1966). Researchers have
proposed a number of physical mechanisms, including transient
shock wave heating, nano-flares associated with magnetic
reconnection, Joule heating due to continuous dissipation f
MHD waves, and anomalous heating associated with plasma
turbulence (Fontenla et al. 2009).Carlsson & Stein (1992) performed self-consistent radiation
hydrodynamic simulations that showed that shocks are formed
due to convective motions of neutral particles from the upper
photosphere. There is enough energy in this neutral flow to
explain chromospheric heating, but the shocks would inhibit
emissions during the shock expansion phase, and this has not
been observed (Carlsson 2007). The expected Pederson and
parallel conductivities in the chromosphere suggest a relatively
low rate of Joule heating, insufficient to explain the electron
temperature increase (Fontenla et al. 2008). Anomalous
electron heating is associated with he Farley–Buneman
instability (FBI) in the ionosphere (Oppenheim & Dimant 2013,
and references therein), and in the chromosphere heating in this
manner would be consistent with the me sured spectra and as
well as the correlation of the UV intensity distribution with
magnetic fields (Fontenla et al. 2007).Farley (1963) and Buneman (1963) first described the FBI as
a modified two-stream instability in which the relative electron-
ion drift speed exceeds the ion acoustic velocity. This causes
density irregularities in the equatorial and auroral ionosphere.
In the auroral ionosphere it causes intense electron heating,
raising the electron temperature by as much as 10 fold (Foster
& Erickson 2000; Bahcivan 2007). In the simplest case, the
ions move with the neutrals due to collisions but electrons,
which unlike the ions are magnetiz d, move according to the
E B´ (Hall) drift. The FBI is traditionally studied in the
context of the ionosphere, but the conditions for the instability
also exist in the chromosphere (Fontenla 2005; Gogoberidze
et al. 2009, 2014; Madsen et al. 2014).LLow temperatures in the chromosp re mean that most of the
H is neutral but some plasma exists, dominated by protons
(H+) and h avy metals such as silicon (Si+), magnesium
(Mg+), and iron (Fe+). Near the temperature minimum, H+ is
weakly magnetized (depending on the magnetic field, of
course) while the metals are collisionally demagnetized. The
metals are the dominant ions in the lower chromospher while
the protons are the dominant ions in the upper chromosphere. It
is also no longer onvenient to think in terms of a critical drift
velocity since there are many drift velociti s that come into
play (the Hall and Pederson drift for each species, though
electrons are distinct and the main driver of the instability).
Instead, we consider a critical ambient electric field that is
responsible, along with the magnetic field, for these drifts. The
consid red electric field is in the local frame of the neutral flow.
We c n then recover a trigger speed by dividing the threshold
field by the ambient magnetic field, B.A neutral dynamo (Dimant et al. 2016) associated with
convective motions from the photosphere (Fontenla et al. 2008)
could produce the background electric field. Gogoberidze et al.
(2009), Fontenla (2005), Gogoberidze et al. (2014), and
Fontenla et al. (2008) employed a theory with a single ion
species that is more appropriate for the ionosphere. Madsen
et al. (2014) expanded this theory to include multiple
unmagnetized ion species. In this paper, we include multiple
arbitrarily magnetized ion species and analyze how this new
factor affects the possible heating of the chromosphere due to
the FBI.
The paper is laid out as follows. Section 2 reviews a model
of the chromosphere. Section 3 presents a dispersion relation
for the instability with multiple magnetized ion species. A
derivation of a phase-velocity relation, growth/damping rate,
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and ijd is the Kronecker delta. Again, Equation (35) is the
analytic solution appropriate for the temperature minimum
region of the chromosphere. We include the asymptotic
solutions given by Equations (23) and (23) for completeness.
4. Numerical Solution for the Threshold Field
Thus far we have worked analytically, but it is prudent to
include a numerical approach as a check and for cases which
violate the assumptions inherent in Equation (35). The first task
is to find a robust method to solve kD , 0w =( ) . Given a wave
vector k, we find ω using a nonlinear root-finding algorithm
with the full dispersion relation, Equation (15). Specifically, we
use Muller’s method (Muller 1956 ; Press et al. 2007) since it
functions well in the complex plane. Muller’s method is a type
of secant method that constructs a parabola using three points
and chooses the intersection of that parabola and the zero plane
as a new point for the next iteration. Because this process
involves the quadratic formula, a real seed can produce a
complex root. This allows ω to have an imaginary component,
the growth/damping rate, while k is purely real.
The seed is the solution to the dispersion relation that does
not include magnetized ions. We choose a drift velocity given
by the trigger velocity with unmagnetized ions (Madsen
et al. 2014 ). The trigger velocity is the electron drift velocity
at which the growth rate is zero (i.e., the onset of instability).
Choosing the trigger velocity as the input drift velocity allows
the seed ω value to be purely real. In regions of parameter space
where the solution with and without magnetized ions is
significantly different, we begin in a region in which this is not
the case and slowly move to the original region of interest,
using each solution as the seed for the next. The orientation and
magnitude of the background fields and wave vector are
arbitrary and the configuration can be chosen.
With these input and seed parameters, we have a robust method
for calculating irw w g= + . To find the threshold field, another
nonlinear root-finding algorithm is applied to find the ω at which
γ=0, where the electric field is the varying parameter and the
magnetic field is fixed. Each iteration of this second algorithm
requires the solution to the dispersion relation. To summarize, we
solve γ(E)=0 for E, where each iteration requires the solution to
be D(ω)=0 for ω. The magnetic field, wave vector, and
orientation of E are specified and arbitrary.
5. Instability in the Chromosphere
We begin by calculating the threshold field and trigger speed
using the three analytic expressions in Section 3.3 as well as the
numerical method in Section 4 using the parameters for the
Figure 6. Trigger speed as a function of pressure and the magnetic field. The
lines are theoretical solutions (Equation (35)). The dashed–dotted line is the
neutral acoustic speed and the horizontal dashed line marks the temperature
minimum.
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Where Does this Occur?
chromosphere obtained from the model in Section 2. Figure 5
compares the trigger speeds (Equation (22)) corresponding to
these threshold fields for a magnetic field of 50 G. “Unmagnetized
ions” refer to the expression from Section 3.3.1, “magnetized
ions” refer to the expression from Section 3.3.2, and “magnetized
protons” refer to the expression from Section 3.3.3. Clearly the
case assuming magnetized protons and unmagnetized heavy ions
matches best with the numerical result that used the full dispersion
relation, Equation (15). This is not surprising given that the
temperature minimum region of the chromosphere satisfies these
assumptions for typical quiet-chromosphere magnetic fields.
Figure 6 shows the effect of varying the ambient magnetic
field. There is a cutoff introduced by the inclusion of
magnetized protons. Above a certain altitude, the protons short
out the instability. Mathematically, this is seen as the
denominator of Equation (35) approaching zero as 1k increases.
Also note that the heavy ions have a destabilizing effect even
for 1k slightly larger than unity. This is true despite ignoring
Coulomb collisions and thermal instabilities, both of which are
destabilizing (Gogoberidze et al. 2009, 2014).
As the magnetic field increases, the altitude at which the
minimum trigger speed is located decreases. However, the
minimum trigger speed is always near the heating region for
these parameters. The neutral acoustic speed is included as a
point of comparison. For fields greater than 20 G, the trigger
velocity (corresponding to the threshold field divided by B)
falls below the acoustic speed; this does not occur even in the
ionosphere where electrojets are known to form.
One-dimensional models are useful, but the chromosphere is
dynamic, time-dependent, and out of equilibrium. The effect on
ion magnetization is seen more clearly in Figures 7 and 8,
which show the ratio of the electric field to the threshold
electric field with and without ion magnetization included,
respectively. The electric field in these figures comes from 2.5-D
simulations detailed by Martínez-Sykora et al. (2017) using the
code Bifrost (described by Gudiksen et al. 2011). Figures 7 and
8 show a snapshot of radiation MHD simulations of the
chromosphere. Unlike previous figures, the vertical axis on
Figures 7 and 8 is a height scale instead of a pressure scale. The
reason is that the pressure in the simulation is not monotonic in z
and varies with time and space, and therefore there is no longer a
one-to-one mapping between height and pressure. The induced
electric field is u Bn- ´ , where un is the bulk velocity. Ion
species fractions are estimated as a function of pressure using the
model described in Section 2. Figures 7 and 8 indicate that the
neutral wind induced field by itself may drive the FBI in certain
regions of the chromosphere. These regions are also where
heating occurs.
If exceeding the drift speed was the only criterion for the
FBI, electrojets would not exist on Earth. There are multiple
ways the drift velocity can be enhanced which would not be
evident from estimating the drift velocity from the observed
current. Enhancements in both the equatorial and auroral
ionosphere drive the drift speed far above the trigger velocity.
In the equatorial region on Earth, the enhancement is due
not only to the neutral wind induced drift, but also to the
changing conductivity layers as a function of height. This is the
criteria for electrojet formation laid out in Dimant et al. (2016).
We also expect that electrojet-like enhancements such as those
described in Dimant et al. (2016) would increase the FBI
drivers further as they do in the Earth’s ionosphere.
We argue that electron heating by the FBI may be highly
consequential. Gogoberidze et al. (2009) did not take into account
the effect of additional electron heating related to the presence of
parallel electric field in waves. As shown theoretically by Dimant &
Milikh (2003) and confirmed by recent particle-in-cell simulations
(Oppenheim & Dimant 2013), this effect can significantly increase
the electron heating. This mechanism elevates electron temperatures
Figure 8. Ratio of the electric field in MHD simulations (Martínez-Sykora et al. 2017) to a threshold electric field that does not include the effect of ions or ion magnetization.
Figure 7. Ratio of the electric field in MHD simulations (Martínez-Sykora et al. 2017) to the threshold electric field given by Equation (35), which includes the effect
of ion magnetization.
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Instability Criterion in Simulated Solar Atmosphere
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PIC Simulation of Instability
Grid size 2048x2048
Grid step 0.6 mm
Simulation size 1.2m by 1.2m
Density 1014 m-3
§ Near temperature minimum à T = 3750 K
§ Partially magnetized ions: 
§ 50% H+
§ Collisionally demagnetized ions
§ 8% Fe+, 14% C+, 19% Mg+, 9% Si+
Time step 5 ns
Simulation length 6 ms
Magnetic field 105 G
Electric field 100 V/m
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Overview
§ Chromosphere heating problem
§ The Farley-Buneman (FB) 
instability in ionosphere
§ Kinetic plasma simulations
§ Farley-Buneman Waves on Sun
§ Chromosphere PIC simulations
§ Thermal Instabilities
§ Conclusions and Future work
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Inclusion of Thermal Effects
§ Continuity Equation
§ Quasineutrality
§ Momentum Equation𝐷𝒖𝒔𝐷𝑡 = 𝑞&𝑚& 𝑬3 − ∇𝜙 + 𝑞&𝑚& 𝒖&×𝑩 − ∇𝑛&𝑇&𝑚&𝑛& − 𝜈&𝒖&
§ Energy Equation
𝑛&K/] 𝐷𝐷𝑡 𝑇&𝑛&K/] = 23𝜇&𝜈&𝒖𝒔K − 2𝜇&𝑚a 𝜈& 𝑇& − 𝑇a
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Inclusion of Thermal Effects
Dimant and Oppenheim, 2004
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Heating from PIC Simulation
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Farley-Buneman Heating in 3D
Oppenheim and Dimant, 2013
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Overview
§ Chromosphere heating problem
§ The Farley-Buneman (FB) 
instability in ionosphere
§ Kinetic plasma simulations
§ Farley-Buneman Waves on Sun
§ Chromosphere PIC simulations
§ Thermal Instabilities
§ Conclusions and Future work
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Can this heat the chromosphere?
§ Is the Chromosphere Farley-Buneman unstable?
• Thermal effects yield 𝑣bcdW&c < 𝑐& even for a weak 
10 G field
§ How much does the instability heat the plasma?
• 2D PIC simulations show temperature increase 
from 3750 K to ~ 7000 K
§ How prevalent is the instability?
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Gradient Drift + FB Instability
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Bifrost: Radiative MHD simulator
§ 2.5D simulation from photosphere to corona
§ Generalized Ohm’s law:𝐸 = −𝑢×𝐵 + 𝜂𝐽 + 𝜂ijkk 𝐽×𝐵 − 𝜂lWm 𝐽×𝐵×𝐵
T
𝝆
Martinez-Sykora et al. 2017
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Strong enough E field?
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Summary
§ A new Farley-Buneman + Thermal instability can 
significantly heat the chromosphere
§ Thermal effects lower instability criteria for weak 
magnetic fields
§ Radiative MHD simulations suggest the combined 
instability occurs near the temperature minimum
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Doing Coulomb collisions right
Maxwellian distribution Non-Maxwellian distribution
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𝑓pqkk ∝ 1𝑣]
𝑓 = 30 𝐻𝑧 𝑓 = 6 𝐻𝑧
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Problems with analysis
§ Neutral flows driven by Lorentz force on Ions
§ Specific, dynamic field configurations
§ Bifrost shows no Chromospheric heating
§ Threshold E field does not include Coulomb collisions
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Heating Location
